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Smart Mix Subsidy Programme: background information

The purpose of this document is to provide members for the mid-term review committees with some further
information on the Smart Mix subsidy programme and on the mid-term review itself. This information is
also available in the form of letters to the consortia, official regulations etc. Most of these documents,
however, are in Dutch only. Therefore, they have been summarised and translated into English for the
benefit of the non-Dutch speaking members of the mid-term review committees. The official description of
the mid-term review can be found in the document “Procedure for Smart Mix Mid-Term Review (English)”
(dated December 21st, 2009).

on the Smart Mix subsidy programme, role of monitors
Smart Mix encourages economic, civil-societal and cultural innovation that will enable the
Netherlands to excel both nationally and internationally. Companies and/or civil-society organisations work
together with knowledge institutes like universities on a very broad range of subjects to realise this. They
do so on the basis of questions originating from the market and society. Smart Mix concentrates on wealth
creation, and on developing focus and mass in excellent scientific research. The entire knowledge chain
will be used, from fundamental and applied research through to precompetitive development.

In April 2007, following a detailed selection procedure, the Dutch Ministries of Economic Affairs and
Education, Culture and Science jointly awarded subsidies to seven Smart Mix projects 1. Implementation of
these projects commenced in the course of that year or at the latest in 2008. Since then, they have been
regularly monitored to give government the clear insights it needs into the substantive, organisational,
administrative and financial progress of the projects and into the effectiveness of the investments it makes
in them. Each consortium produces an annual report. Monitors visit the consortia twice a year. The first
monitoring visit is in March/April to discuss the annual report of the consortium. This is followed by a
report from the monitors. The second monitoring visit is in September/October during e.g. a symposium
organised by the consortium. No reports are needed at that time. Because a detailed selection procedure
already has taken place, monitors observe, report and make suggestions rather than give marks. The mid-
term review is the second moment of truth for the consortia. Now the consortia will be evaluated. The
purpose of the mid-term review is to show whether project consortia are managing their own processes
properly and are on course for success. To put it differently, the main focus of the mid-term review is not
on facts and figures. It is a suitable moment to modify or speed up project implementation if necessary.

indicators and valorisation plan
At the start of its project, each consortium has been instructed to keep track of a set of generic indicators, to
develop a set of consortium specific indicators, and to develop a plan for valorisation (in the subsidy
programme sometimes referred to as “implementation plan”).

The indicators are one of the means for the government to monitor the consortia. As said before, the
indicators consist of two sets: one generic, and one consortium specific. The general indicators have been
constructed by the government, whereas the specific indicators have been proposed by the consortium after
discussions with the monitors. Both sets include indicators on each of the two Smart Mix criteria: scientific
excellence and wealth creation. As the specific indicators and their target values have been proposed by the
consortia, their effectiveness needs to be judged by the mid-term review committees. The committees look
at their relevance, level of ambition and predictive value.

1 The official regulations for the Smart Mix subsidy scheme use the term “programmes” rather than “projects”.
However, the latter term is so much more usual that this report speaks of “projects”.
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The purpose of the valorisation plan is to ensure that results will become available for Dutch economy and
society as a whole. Consortia need to keep this implementation plan up-to-date. In the Procedure document
the term “content area” is used. Some important questions in relation to this term refer to the valorisation
plan: what is the standard of the work being done to implement the valorisation plan? How well is the
strategy developed for achieving valorisation following completion of the project? Also these questions
will be commented on by the mid-term review committee.

information to be presented to review committees
The consortium should provide members of the mid-term review committee with access to at least the
following material:

- project proposal;
- valorisation plan. Usually the valorisation plan is part of the project proposal;
- granting letter. The granting letter is of importance as it could state some issues which the

consortium should improve upon;
- set of generic and consortium specific indicators plus target values;
- annual consortium reports and monitoring reports from 2008 onwards; 
- overview of all contact details of the management team and research leaders involved (both at

industry and research institutes involved);
- action plan and time table for the mid-term review prepared by the consortium as approved by NL

Agency;
- self-evaluation report prepared by the consortium;
- procedure for Smart Mix mid-term review issued by SenterNovem and NWO (dated December

21st, 2009, available in Dutch and in English);
- this document.

Relevant documents including the official regulations, are downloadable from
http://www.senternovem.nl/smartmix/ > Publicaties.


